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The Poet Speaks to the Clip Point
Knife on Her Windowsill
It’s a tender hunter who kisses
the doe’s throat before hoisting her
onto the gambrel hooks, but aren’t you
just that, when your every entry
into an underbelly is a whisper-thin
meeting of desire and devastation?

I’ve lifted the chin of the hung doe
to watch my likeness fill her eyes.
I’ve waited to be emptied. And when
I drew you last night along the curve

of my rib, I sounded no objection,
since the hand that wrapped around
your hilt seemed not my hand, the body
not my body but the doe’s.

On these lonely white fog mornings,
I cannot see what approaches
through the trees—hunter, doe,
hunter and doe—so I render you

the hunter. That rendering
I can control. What’s beyond me
is my
to feel the doe’s last leap
over a fallen log and her fall, for I am
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something other than the doe, and you
are only an instrument. What I mean
to say is, in the hunter’s hand, you sever
part from whole in movements

mirroring the doe’s leap, and,
in the end, I know that hand is mine.
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The Poet Speaks to the Memory
Stalking Her
Yesterday at PJ’s Happy Hour, the big-screens went black,
Rhonda ran out of whiskey, and the jukebox played

the Allman Brothers’ “Whipping Post” three times.
Don’t think I sat there dumbstruck. Don’t think I missed you
slinking out the back with a full fifth of Maker’s
and your high-pitched cackle, the pockets of your camo pants

plump and clinking with quarters. You
took the limes.
And my stolen left-front hubcap? Your handiwork
I’m sure. You were hoping I’d yank the right one off
and lose a finger. That's what
get, you’d chide,
for trying to achieve balance. Well, I’ve got news.
While you were gone, I mastered the unicycle

without training wheels and bought canned goods
in odd numbers. I accepted the
that 1 isn’t prime.

I know now when I’m in another bed and can’t sleep,
it’s a sure sign you’re doing recon back at my apartment,
smoking Lucky
like
assassin and busting
my windows with your elbows. Let me remind you

my cutlery and beer remain off-limits, my gun
is not hidden in my panty drawer, and the La-Z-Boy
never was your chair. You’re the reason I have
a killer roundhouse kick, my heel perfectly square
against the
dummy’s jaw, and why I’ve committed
to memory whole pages of the Rand McNally.
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Oh yes, I’ve learned from you. Next time you jump me
as I leave the bar, pushing me so hard against the fence

that it cuts my face, notice how I wipe my blood away,
slowly, with the back of my hand, like an action hero.

Notice I push back. Helmetless, I will steal the getaway
Harley you stashed behind the dumpster and leave you
tied to the chain links in your ripped shirt
and sorry face paint, leave you trying to add it all up

in rain that pelts your eyes like spit while red welts rise angrily
on your back in the symmetrical shape of my silhouette.
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